Jockimo, Inc. specializes in advanced architectural products for designers and architects. We offer unique, exciting and interactive products not found anywhere else including Living Surfaces Liquid Lava, holographic glass, dichroic glass, glass flooring, glass treads, antique mirrors, and other specialty decorative glass products. Others may try to mimic our products, but there is only one Jockimo. We are the advanced architectural products specialists.

We are confident that you will enjoy your experience working with us and we look forward to the opportunity. If you need anything at all please let us know.
UL Approved Anti-slip Glass Flooring

Jockimo is the only Underwriters Laboratories (UL) classified glass flooring product on the market. Our exclusive anti-slip GlassGrit™ and GlassFrit™ surfaces exceed ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements.

Jockimo is also the only glass flooring manufacturer that offers a monolithically polished edge on their fully tempered glass stair treads and flooring. Others may offer polishing but their glass is annealed and in our opinion not as safe.

Jockimo is the first and only to offer a scratch resistant walking surface. Jockimo also offers an ADA required contrasting strip on the nosing of stair treads and landings if required.
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UL Approved
Anti-slip Glass Treads

Jockimo is the Only Underwriters Laboratories (UL) tested and approved glass flooring product on the market. Our exclusive anti-slip Classic GlassGrit™ surface exceeds ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements.

Jockimo is also the only glass flooring manufacturer that offers a monolithically polished edge on their fully tempered glass stair treads and flooring. Others may offer polishing but their glass is annealed and in our opinion not safe.

Jockimo offers an ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) required contrasting strip on the nosing of stair treads and landings if required. Jockimo is the only glass flooring manufacturer that can offer this Jockimo patent pending product.

Anti-slip Glass Treads
Glass Treads
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Crystal Clear™
Ultimate Privacy S-Revo™
Ultimate Privacy Frost™
Glass Treads
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Structural Support Methods

There are numerous options available to safely support glass flooring panels. Each project is different and in turn each project requires proper review to ensure safety. Our preferred support system is four-sided because of the high safety level involved — but this does not mean other options are not safe.

Safety is of the utmost importance and at Jockimo we engineer the glass specifically for your project with your project’s specifications. Jockimo is the only manufacturer that will provide you with an engineering analysis pdf of your glass project from our structural engineer — who is a glass specialist. (Engineering and design services available.)

Technical Data
Sizes available: Each project is manufactured per the project specifications — in turn, all panels are custom made. (Standard sizes available.)

Thickness: Thickness and make-up varies by project. Once we review your project we can suggest a make-up for you. (The standard make-up is 3 lites of 3/8” glass for a total thickness of approx. 1-1/4”.)

Product type: Laminated fully tempered glass is utilized for strength. Per the new ASTM code, all glass flooring products — both panels and treads — have to be made out of a minimum of 3 pieces of glass per panel.
The silicone setting strips should be glued to the steel substructure before the glass is set. The silicone we recommend is a non-acidic clear silicone. Here is a list that we have tested as being safe and recommended:

- Dow Corning 995
- GE SCS 2800

* Please note—using any non-recommend silicone will void the glass warranty.

The silicone setting blocks should be 60–70 shore. Various products can be used. CR Laurence has a product called PSB 250 which are 1/4” x various lengths. CR Laurence 1-800-421-6144. Other products will work as well.

There are two different ways to install setting blocks:
1.) Place a block every 6” – 12” around the perimeter of the support.
2.) Use a rubber/neoprene material that fully covers the support. The material can be cut to size and set in place.
Flooring Surfaces

Jockimo is the only Underwriters Laboratories (UL) classified anti-slip glass flooring product on the market. Both of our exclusive anti-slip walking surfaces—GlassGrit™ & GlassFrit™—exceeds ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements.
MULTIPLE OPTIONS AVAILABLE.
Available in Ultimate Privacy™, Crystal Clear™, Privacy Frost™, or Ultimate Privacy Frost™ in either our GlassGrit™ or GlassFrit™ anti-slip walking surfaces. Other options include glass colors, lamination colors, paint, custom frost, special lamination interlayers as well as custom textures.

MONOLITHICALLY POLISHED EDGES.
Jockimo is the only glass flooring manufacturer that offers a monolithically polished edge on their fully tempered glass stair treads and flooring after laminating. Others may offer polishing but their glass is annealed and in our opinion, not as safe as fully tempered glass.

SCRATCH RESISTANT WALKING SURFACE
Jockimo is the first and only manufacturer to offer a permanent scratch resistant coating on the walking surface of their glass flooring.
ImagenGlass™

ImagenGlass™ is high quality imagery applied to PET foil, utilizing special photographic quality dyes, which is laminated inside of glass to meet ASTM standards. Other products appear grainy or dirty due to the printing processes used but ImagenGlass™ provides a higher quality color range and color intensity than any conventional printing process. The ImagenGlass™ process provides a depth of color unlike any other printed image glass product on the market and enables interior designers and architects to fulfill their wildest dreams in the field of imagery in glass. ImagenGlass™ can be fabricated in thicknesses of 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, etc., for the desired strength, depending on the application. It can also be provided as insulated glass units, glass flooring, fire rated glass, and other specialty decorative glasses. Maximum image size - 56” wide, 120” long.
We are proud to introduce our new exciting patented holographic HologramGlass™. These new laminated glass products exhibit reflective characteristics and effects through holography technology. The patented laminated inner layer provides a look never seen before in glass. When lit properly the holographic images not only pop with color but will also move as you move past the glass. Available in various thicknesses with mirror or colored backing. Various edge work options are available as well. HologramGlass™ can be used for interior or exterior applications. Holographic technology is the main feature of our laminated glass. However, light is the determining factor as to the behavior and characteristics of this truly exciting product. Light can either intensify or reduce the visual impact of this product. We offer 6 standard designs and the standard sheet sizes for Holographic Glass are 40”x 84” and 40”x 96”. Crystal and Hyperplaid are available in extended widths of 55”. All patterns are limited to 120” long.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

**Composition** – HologramGlass™ decorative window glazing product is an approved safety glass exhibiting transmissive and reflective characteristics and effects through holography technology. It is constructed of two pieces of clear or tinted, annealed, float or tempered glass with a patented interlayer system between the layers of glass. The interlayer system consists mainly of poly vinyl butyl (PVB) or cold applied system with the holography applied within the interlayer system. Mirror may be substituted for one layer of glass for full reflection capabilities.

**Basic Uses** – HologramGlass™ can be used wherever standard glass is used. Since it is laminated it is a safety glass as well. HologramGlass™ is currently approved for interior as well as exterior applications such as glass curtain walls, partition glass, hand and guardrail systems, casework, furniture glass, tabletops, and shower doors. Because it is laminated it can be used in lieu of safety or tempered glass.

FABRICATION

HologramGlass™ is fabricated using techniques commonly found for other laminated glass products such as water jet cutting, also the product edge polishes well with normal polishing systems. Holes of any common fastening size can be drilled for various mounting techniques. HologramGlass™ can be fabricated in thicknesses of 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, etc., for the desired strength, depending on application.

MAINTENANCE

HologramGlass™ should be cleaned using a clean, soft cloth or sponge with normal glass cleaners.
DichroGlass™

DichroGlass™ is a visually dynamic, viewer-interactive glass product unlike any other product seen before. DichroGlass™ is the first laminated glass sheet that incorporates dichroic, color-changing films that actually change color in full spectrum color shifts according to viewing angle.

We also offer DichroGlass™ in standard dichroic glass panels in larger sizes than found anywhere—48” x 96” maximum. These panels are produced in a multi-million dollar metal deposition chambers and we can apply to clear or textured glasses. Large panel sizes are available as well as custom fabrication. Contact us today to learn more:

www.Jockimo.com
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Composition
DichroGlass™ is either a laminated or tempered glass product depending on the option selected. Both options meet all safety requirements. Please visit our web site to see available options.

Basic Uses
Available in vertical, horizontal, and glass flooring panels. Recommended for interior, as well as some limited exterior applications and whenever a visually dynamic, full spectrum color shifting appearance is a desirable part of the design concept, whether backlighting or using for opaque surfacing.

SIZE AVAILABILITY AND COLOR

Laminated: Available in 95” lengths, cut to size lists (as well as special order extended lengths) and the following widths: 38” and up to 48” for most laminations.

Tempered: 48” x 96” maximum sheet size

Colors
It is very difficult to specify a product that has many colors of the rainbow in one surface. Color specification is based on reflection color at perpendicular viewing, and transmitted color is always complimentary (opposite) to reflected color—all the way through the color shift. Transmission color at right angle viewing will be aqua blue/green, shifting through deep blue, then magenta at skew angle viewing, while reflection color will be copper/red shifting through yellow/gold and into green at skew angles.
Over the centuries the term “gemstone” has come to mean a naturally occurring mineral desirable for its beauty, valuable in its rarity, and sufficiently durable to give lasting pleasure. Gemstones have been used as symbols of divine and earthly power, to display wealth and status, and to protect the wearer. Our exciting GemGlass™ products—named in honor of gemstones—are all made by hand right here in the US. All GemGlass™ includes minor imperfections and bubbles that give it character. The glass can be laminated for safety and a mirror finish can be added to create a specialty-colored mirror. Numerous standard colors are available to choose from or we can create a custom color for you—just let us know what you are looking for.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
All of our products are hand measured, hand mixed, and machine rolled. Since we produce all glass by hand it is important to remember that these are art glass products. It is impossible to guarantee that each color and each sheet will always exactly match each other. Some things are beyond our control such as chemicals in making the glass. We always try our best to give our customer the best possible match to the sample they have received/speciffed.

Maximum size available - 84” x 32”

Glass thickness – approx. 1/8” but can vary due to our production process. The glass can be laminated for safety and when laminated is approx. 1/4” thick—or thicker depending on requirements.

MAINTENANCE
GemGlass™ should be cleaned using a clean, soft cloth or sponge with normal glass cleaners.
Painted Glass

Our specially designed paint formula was created to bond directly with the glass and provides unprecedented adhesion. What’s even better about this exciting product is that we can custom color match to any color that you may desire. This product can be combined with float, tempered, pattern and even laminated glass products to create one of a kind projects for any application.

Available in opaque, translucent, metallic and pearl finishes. Custom color matching to Pantone (PMS) colors is available. Excellent adhesion and glass can be cut, edged and drilled after paint is cured.
Cast Glass

Cast glass can be utilized in many applications: counter tops, interior panels, bar tops, waterfalls, privacy panels, logo panels, and more. We can even customize our cast glass to match the design in a piece of fabric, wallpaper, or even a rough sketch. Cast glass requires little maintenance and provides a level of privacy while allowing an abundance of light to pass through the glass.

We offer the largest number of standard textures in the industry and unlike competitors, we produce a new mold for EACH piece of glass which allows us to more easily customize our glass textures for your project at little to no cost up-charge. Our cast glass panels can be tempered, laminated, or bent and tempered to meet codes for safety glass.
Cast Glass
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Cast glass interior panels
Cast glass interior doors
Cast glass transom windows
Cast Glass

Cast glass logo panel

Cast glass shower enclosure

Cast glass counter top
Cast Glass
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Cast glass interior panel

Custom hand print cast glass counter top

Interior cast glass panels
Cast Glass
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Jockimo

Cast glass door

Cast glass exterior gate

Cast glass counter top with paw prints

Cast glass counter top with paw prints

Cast glass door

Cast glass exterior gate
Cast Glass

Cast glass bar top

Cast glass waterfall panels and stair treads
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Cast glass entrance gate

Cast glass insulated glass units

Cast glass interior doors
Cast Glass
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Cast Glass waterfall panel

Cast glass interior door

Cast glass waterfall panel
Glass Handrails
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Cast glass railings
Cast glass railings
Cast glass interior panels
Standard Textures

Rain
Waterwall
Puro
Small Rocks
Wide Spartina
Gorilla
Bubbleino
Ocean
S-Revo
Dunes
Charleston Weave
Rainfall
Basket Weave
Seedy
Ancient Coral
Niagra
Standard Jockimo Textures

Classic  Cypress  Wonder Lake  River Styx

Phuket (Poo-ket)  Squares  Tigres  Large Rocks

Circles  Sand  Palms  Isosceles

Medium Rocks  Fizz

Texture: Wide Spartina

Ultimate Privacy S-Revo  Ultimate Privacy Frost  Crystal Clear

GlassGrit™ Flooring
Doors and Entrances are a perfect application for our Jockimo AAG cast textured glass. Cast glass requires little maintenance and provides a level of privacy while allowing an abundance of light to pass through the glass. Our cast glass panels can be tempered, laminated, or bent and tempered to meet codes for safety glass.
Fused and Cast Glass Medallions

Jockimo Glass Medallions™ are individually hand-crafted in the USA by Jockimo’s artisans. Virtually any color, shape, or texture is available to choose from — we can even silver or gold leaf them. Strands can be as long as 9’ each.

Easy to install & maintain, Jockimo Glass Medallions™ are an excellent solution for numerous applications.

Chosen as one of the “top 25 new products of the year” by Interior Design Magazine.

Fused and Cast Glass Medallions
GlassStax™

Our artisans make all of our GlassStax™ products by hand providing a beautiful and durable glass product unlike anything currently available on the market.

GlassStax™ products are suitable for most applications including: handrails, waterfalls, divider panels, skylights, interior panels, wall cladding, and more.

The glass can be laminated for safety and can be color coated via our specially designed paint formula. Custom color matching to Pantone (PMS) colors is available in opaque, translucent, metallic and pearl finishes. There are three glass options to choose from which are seen in the photos to the right. Maximum size available—48” x 96”. Hole Drilling and custom shapes are available.
Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are exciting new materials consisting of liquid sealed within the panels. The panels are resilient and when pressure is applied, the liquid literally moves and swirls around one’s feet or hands. Playful images of color and light create a sensation and atmosphere unlike any other flooring product before.

Choose from a wide range of colors and color combinations from pastel shades to the brightest reds and yellows. Custom colors and shapes are available upon request.

Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are suitable for any application including: nightclubs, restaurants, children's hospitals, casinos, trade show exhibits, museums, hospitals, nautical vessels, dance floors, and more. The liquid within Living Surface™ Liquid Lava™ products are non-toxic and all products are resilient and resist impact. Tiles can be recycled. Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ are patented products.
Liquid Lava™
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Our Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are made up of two sheets of PVC. The two sheets are combined and sealed with rigid PVC becoming a single piece. Each tile is tested individually by overloading half of the surface with a load distributed which amount to 500 kg per square meter.

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION:**

Our Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ flooring tiles:

1. Butt joint the tiles without sealing the joint. In most instances Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ floor tiles install very much like any ceramic tile—they simply do not require grout or mortar. This is the method in which most flooring tiles are installed.
2. Silicone the joints. This method can be utilized when waterproofing of joints is required. Installation can be messy if the installer doesn’t take the time.
3. In the case of hospitals, etc. the joint lines need to be welded with a pvc cord (small machines which weld the joints together)—which is a simple and standard procedure for experienced installers. Use polyurethane or aqueous base bi-component glues. For a temporary installations use short strips of a industrial double sided tape along the entire perimeter of the tiles.

**Maintenance:**

To obtain best results, periodically use an auto polishing metallic wax. This should be applied ONLY with a mop directly to the surface. (The tiles can be cleaned as well using common detergents found within the home as well.) Do NOT use automatic cleaning machinery and polishing wheels on the tiles. The rate of which the tiles should be cleaned depends on the amount of traffic that may occur for each installation. Do not use solvent wax and always avoid PVC solvents and acetones. Place protective pads under furniture and chair legs to protect the tile surface. Use of cart or furniture wheels on the floor tiles should be avoided when possible.

**Storage:**

Attention should be paid to the environmental conditions which occur during installation and/or storage. The tiles MUST be kept in a horizontal position during storage.

**Cleaning advice:**

Please visit our web site for full cleaning instructions:

Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are exciting new materials consisting of liquid sealed within the panels. The panels are resilient and when pressure is applied, the liquid literally moves and swirls around one’s feet or hands. Playful images of color and light create a sensation and atmosphere unlike any other flooring product before.

Choose from a wide range of colors and color combinations from pastel shades to the brightest reds and yellows. Custom colors and shapes are available upon request.

Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are suitable for any application including: nightclubs, restaurants, children’s hospitals, casinos, trade show exhibits, museums, hospitals, nautical vessels, dance floors, and more. The liquid within Living Surface™ Liquid Lava™ products is non-toxic. The top surface is resilient and resists impact. Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ are patented products. Tiles can be recycled.
Liquid Lava
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
The liquid within our Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ products are non-toxic. Living Surfaces™ Liquid Lava™ are patented products.

**Thickness:** 1.18” (3cm) diameter

**Top Surfaces:** We offer three (3) different surfaces in our Table/Counter Tops: Matte, Glossy, Coarse

**Styles:** We offer three (3) different styles of table tops: Points, Line, Free Line

### Standard sizes:

- **23.6” dia.** (60cm)
- **31.99” dia.** (80cm)
- **39.37” dia.** (100cm)
- **23.6” x 23.6”** (60cm x 60cm)
- **31.99” x 31.99”** (80cm x 80cm)

**Custom shapes** — please send your requirements for our review.

**Installation Instructions:**
The table tops arrive to you pre-drilled to accept standard hardware. You can simply lay the table top on the ground (on a protective blanket so you do not scratch the surface) and attach the base to the back of the table top.

**Storage:**
Attention should be paid to the environmental conditions which occur during installation and/or storage. The tiles MUST be kept in a horizontal position during storage. The Living Surface™ Liquid Lava™ tiles resist temperatures up to 140º F (60º C), however the best results are obtained at room temperatures between 50º F (10º C) and 104ºF (40ºC). The tiles react normally at lower temperatures as well but are more sensible to damage and colder temperatures.

**Maintenance:**
To obtain best results, periodically use an auto polishing metallic wax. This should be applied ONLY with a towel directly to the surface. (The tiles can be cleaned as well using common detergents found within the home as well.) Do NOT use automatic cleaning machinery and polishing wheels on the tiles. The rate of which the tiles should be cleaned depends on the amount of traffic that may occur for each installation.

**Cleaning advice:**
Please visit our web site for full cleaning instructions: http://www.jockimo.com/prod-livingfloor-technical.html

### Colors:
Numerous standard colors are available in our Living Surfaces™ Sketch™ series. Custom colors are available upon request. (Pantone® colors are the best when specifying custom colors.)

Our new TransLava™ Table/Countertops have a transparent background allowing for under lighting to create an amazingly dramatic affect.

---

**Table & Countertops**

**Points style** (shown with Matte surface)

**Lines style** (shown with Glossy surface)

**Free Line style** (shown with Coarse surface)
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MirrorUnique™

We combine a centuries old technique of antiquing mirrors with current technologies to offer our exciting new Mirror Unique™ line of specialty glass—unlike any other product currently on the market.

All of our MirrorUnique™ mirrors are hand made in North America. We produce these products by hand—not by machine like others may. This provides you with a truly one of a kind product each time we produce for you. We are able to supply custom colors, safety glass (either tempered or laminated), leaded and insulated panels, custom fabrication (holes, notches, etc.) and we can supply all of our Mirror Unique™ glass products in ANY thickness and LARGE sheet sizes as well.

You’ll see right away that MirrorUnique™ products are unlike anything else you have ever seen before.
MirrorUnique
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MirrorUnique™ Glass
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STYLES AND COLORS

We offer numerous Styles and Colors and have tried our best to make these easy to differentiate for our customers. Below you will see our current offering—and rest assured we will introduce new Styles shortly. Don’t see a color or Style that you’d like? Just let us know—we’ll make one for you. If you like these images you will love the actual glass—they are all amazing in person.

Available in:
- Tempered
- Laminated
- Bent & Tempered
- Insulated
- Leaded

Thicknesses available:
- 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”

Maximum panel sizes:
- 72” x 130”

GNA and Copper:
- 40” x 60”

Fabrication Options:
- Custom Shapes
- Hole Drilling
- Notches
- Standard edge work (flat polish, pencil polish, bevels)
- Custom colors are available
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Framed Mirrors

Our Framed Mirrors are hand made in the USA by our artisans and they are true works of art. The finest hand silvered glass on the market—organically antiqued with distressing indicative of the mirrors of antiquity. We specialize in producing custom sized framed mirrors but we also offer standard sizes. We offer various finishes as well as customization including monogramming, stylized etching and gold leafing to name a few.
MirrorUnique™ Glass

Top Left: Fisheye Framed Mirror
Bottom Left: Kelly Framed Mirror (detail)
Top Center: AVA Framed Mirror
Bottom Center: Kelly Framed Mirror
Top Right: Thomas Framed Mirror
Bottom Right: Lotus Framed Mirror
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Our ThickGlass™ and ColorFuse™ glass products are unlike any other glass product on the market. Our thick pieces of cast glass provide a finish and look that will impress even the most seasoned glass expert. Our ColorFuse™ products include color and air bubbles captured inside of the glass creating a three dimensional aspect to the panels. ThickGlass™ and ColorFuse™ glass can be utilized as glass counter tops, bar tops, vanity tops, and interior vertical panels. Every ThickGlass™ and ColorFuse™ project can be customized to meet your needs and to make the product one-of-a kind. Texture, color, finish, laminating, edge polishing and back lighting are available.
Glass Thickness/Size

ThickGlass™ and ColorFuse™ glass panels are available in 3/4” (19mm), 1” (25mm), 1.5” (36mm), 2” (48mm) and 3” (72mm) thickness. If you require a thickness not listed please let us know.

ThickGlass™ and ColorFuse™ glass maximum panel sizes are 76” x 120”.